marcus lerviks
(born 1969) obtained his masters degree in the Pallas Fine Arts Study Program of the University of Art and Design Helsinki in 2001. He lives and works in Vaasa, Finland. Since
1994, Lerviks has been exhibiting his work in solo and group exhibitions in Finland and internationally, including venues such as Muu Gallery in Helsinki (Finland 2013), Galleri
Maskinen in Umeå (Sweden 2012), Galleri Elverket in Tammisaari (Finland 2009),Vaasa City Art Gallery (Finland 2004, 2006 and 2010), Art Hall Helsinki (Finland 2005), Gallery Sinne
in Helsinki (Finland 2005), Helsinki Art Museum (Finland 2005), and Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art in Helsinki (Finland 2004). His public artwork entitled “Once More!” was
created in 2007 for the Culture House of Korsholm (Finland).

Lerviks uses video as his principal medium. Most of his works are installations employing video, spatial elements, lights and sound. Characteristically, the works position the
spectator within the installation space and in relation to low bass sounds, lights or constructions. There is often a performative dimension to the works. Many of them address the
issue of self-observing interaction, often with an aspect of irony.

Alongside his own projects, Lerviks also works with the artist group FinnFemFel, which has been organizing solo and group exhibitions since 1998 in both Finland and
internationally, including venues such as Kuntsi, Vaasa (Finland 2011), Luftmuseum, Amberg (Germany 2010), Galerie der Künstler, Munich (Germany 2007), Situated self, Nordic
Walking, Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro), Helsinki (Finland 2005), Nordic Walking, Umeå (Sweden) and Budapest (Hungary 2003).

This portfolio is a selection of works, all works with videos and more are available at:
http://www.marcuslerviks.com and on Vimeo at: https://vimeo.com/marcuslerviks/videos also check out: http://www.finnfemfel.fi

lo to hi
By: Marcus Lerviks / Title: Lo to Hi / Duration: 14:50
Format: Full HD video - Year: 2013 / Edition of 3
Presentation: screening version or as an installation.

The film begins with the seeds, that alone covers the whole image. The film’s
progression is accompanied by a rhythm in the background with a male low
voice that gives the impression that growing is appearing. One could possibly
say that the voice replaces the water that seed need for growing.
The starting point for the work is based on the saying that flowers grow better if
you talk or sing to them. Basically this idea or saying reflects the need and
striving for man to be able to control nature. Who controls whom? How effective
is the human control of himself in relation to his control over nature?
The video can also be showed as an installation. In the picture on your right the
work was started off with a performance where i built up the piece and later it
was viewed as an installation.

http://marcuslerviks.com/2013-lo-to-hi/2013lotohi.html
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video still from “lo to Hi”
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the green loop
Title: The Green loop / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 11:11 min loop
Format: 4 synchronized full HD videos / Year: 2013 / Edition of 5
Presentation : Depending on the space in use

The video installation shows the growth of grain, over, from the side and below ground. The work captures the entire process of growth. Noting is omitted. The work is depended on the space
that is given for it. It can be showed in a room covering all walls or as a smaller installation. Preferably the work makes more sense as an overall covering green overtaking. Videos 1 and 2
can be shown from monitors or as freestanding objects in the space. Videos 3 and 4 are meant to be projected on the wall with the illusion that the green is slowly pouring down from the
ceiling until it reaches the floor and then falls up again.
Video 4 is a different version of video 3. The video materials of the wall sequence (videos 3 and 4 ) are filmed and edited so they match each other. It was filmed in 3 takes to get the
seamless overlays to the next pictures. The idea is that the walls of an entire room can be covered without noticing any breaks in the pictures.
http://marcuslerviks.com/2013-the-green-loop/2013green-loop.html

still from video 3 of the green loop

still from video 4 of the green loop
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still from video 4 of the green loop
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green loop at Kuntsi Museum of modern Art 2016
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still
Title: Still / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 14:04 min loop / Format and technique: full HD video with 37 led-lights mounted in a mdf board
Year: 2013 / Edition of 5 / Presentation : Depending on the space in use

This is a project I’ve been working on for a longer time. It’ s a macro film ( close-up, about 3 X 2 cm) of sand just below the water level on the beach. The board that was built for the exhibition
has 37 led-lights in random positions. The video editing is based on where the lights are on the board. By editing the area around the lights, one associate with algae ore with something that
breaths. (this is still an ongoing project, with different versions on the way!)
http://marcuslerviks.com/2013-still/2010-13still.html

Images are from muu Gallery in Helsinki 4.5.-26.5. 2013
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still from video “still”
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led-nerves
Title: Led-nerves / By: Marcus Lerviks / Format and technique: photos with sensors and led-lights / Size: 80X120 cm / Year: 2010 / Edition: 6
Each photograph in the led-nerves serie is the size of 80x120 and has 80 led lights per picture. The idea is that when the viewer watches the work from a distance she can only see one led
that is lit in the photograph. When the viewer passes the photo a motion sensor is activated. This results into a sequence (about 2 seconds) where the lights randomly seek out a new place
lit for the next viewer.
http://marcuslerviks.com/2010-Led-nerves/2010led-nerves.html

Vasa City Art Gallery 2010

muu Gallery in Helsinki 2013
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1656 & walk-by
Title: 1656 / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 4:21 / Format: 2 synchronized SD videos / Year: 2009 / Edition 5
Presentation : Projected on 2 plexi glass hanged from the ceiling in an angel of 22 degrees. The pictures are visible from both sides.
Title: walk-by / By: Marcus Lerviks / Format and technique: fotografies mounted on aluminium / Size: 89 x 50 cm / Year: 2009 / Edition: 5

This project was developed during our stay at Villa Snäcksund in Tammisaari 2006-2009. When I found out that we would live in Tammisaari for three years my main thought was that during
this time more or less completely concentrate on one single project, not knowing what the project would be about. As i got more familiar to the surroundings there was produced a series of
photographs entitled "walk-by photos" and the main work for the exhibition was a video installation called "1656".
To explain the background of the project, it should be said that Villa Snäcksund is located on a scenic peninsula where the there is a regular pedestrian traffic witch goes on in front of the
studio and apartment building. This brought in an early stage my interest of directly doing something with this place. In the work I have two cameras in my studio filmed every event that
occurred between my studio and my apartment for a year, or rather the events and processes exactly on the path that runs along between the houses. It was interesting that there was a path
that people subconsciously followed and that led directly over the yard of Villa Snäcksund. This provides the basis for interesting behavioral observations. These events witch where
recorded were the number of 1656 times during the observation year. Not too many people per day. It is also worth noting that the video only shows the events, not the frozen moments
between them. Therefore, this gives the video an impression of a denser traffic than what it actually was.
two cameras where installed in the studio, they where placed in an distance of 5 meters apart from each other. This ment that in the composition there was partly the same background in
both pictures, but the movement was exact. This is if the people passing the studio where following the given path witch surprisingly in most cases was followed. In the final installation the
synchronized videos where shown in this small angle also to create a composition where distance and perspective plays a big roll of the final work. The computer that recorded the
movements had a program that detected motion in the picture, so each day there was about 50-100 clips recorded from witch about 1-3 where used for the work. In the end the final duration
of the work was 4 hours and 21 minute loop.
In previous work, I often worked with "video loops". It follows a sequence that will ultimately be fed back to the start and rolls constantly on. The essential thing is not to depict a story with a
beginning and an end. More essential for me to depict moods that make up the video. Especially for this project where the subject is considered an everyday happening. Regular human
behavior patterns that I in no way can control or influence, only visually record and present. The interesting thing for me is that the artist does not choose his subjects, he only chooses a
place and time, and further this way follows the development of the work.

http://marcuslerviks.com/2009-1656-Walkby/20091656walk-by.html
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“1656” in Galleri Maskinen in Umeå 2012, photo by Joakim Hansson
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picture couple from “walk-by” series
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irritation X and movie drawings
Title: Irritation X / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 32:24 min loop
Format: 2 synchronized SD videos / Year: 2005 / Edition of 5
Presentation : Depending on the space in use
Title: Movie drawings / By: Marcus Lerviks
Technique: Pencil drawings on paper / Year: 2005 / Edition: 12

"irritationX" is a video installation with two video projectors that simultaneously shows up a face. The
room that was constructed was covered with sound-absorbing materials to strengthen the feeling
of intimacy. The audio of the piece are sounds of a hungry stomach.In the video theres a person
who is struggling to stay awake, with personal traits such as irritability, fatigue, etc.. With the
installation's various elements emphasized an intimate feeling where a viewer must view the work
"mood" from the inside and not usually from the outside (In many cases where it is easier to
distance themselves from the atmosphere that is born). The intention is to get the viewer to enter a
little room, a private space, where he or she can watch (close up) gestures of a person in this
"human" state.
"16:9 Movie Drawings" is a series of drawings made of stills from various films. Each drawing
includes a large number of stills from the same movie, about 50-200 images depending on the
length of the film and visual variety. During the working process the final drawings appeared by
making the next still image on top of the previous one, this went on until the film had ended. The
titles of the drawings are, for example "Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2002)" or "The
Deer Hunter (1979)".
The impression of the final drawings perhaps lead to maps of some kind, these "sill image"-maps
have an abstrakt impression even though it is composed of unambiguous and clearly depicting still
images.

http://marcuslerviks.com/2005-IrritationX-movie-drawings/2005irritationxm.html
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Irritation X 2006 from Vasa city Art Gallery
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Movie Drawings from Sinne Gallery in Helsinki 2005
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as far as it goes
Title: As far as it goes / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 32:24 min loop
Format: Video installation with 3 synchronized SD videos / Year: 2004 / Edition: 1-5
Presentation : Depending on the space in use

3 channel videoinstallation. The installation builds up a tension with a spear "flying" from one monitor to the other. In the middle there´s a projection of power lines filmed from a train. The
starting point for the work lies in the recurrent will of sports to strive on. When you've achieved one goal, the fight starts all over for reaching something better.

http://marcuslerviks.com/2004-As-Far-As-It-Goes/2004asfarasitgoe.html
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As far as it goes, in “vision & mind” exhibition in Kiasma, Helsinki 2004
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enter tina turner
Title: Enter Tina Turner / By: Marcus Lerviks / Duration: 6:38 min loop
Format: Video- Light installation with 1 SD video and 10 150W Lights / Year: 2002 / Edition: 1-5
Presentation : Depending on the space in use.

The installation has ten 150 W lights placed on the floor (or on the wall) with a microphone
connected to a device that amplifies the volume in the space lighting up the room. Theres a
microphone on a stand in the middle of the space, you can choose if you want to be lit up ..or not!.
The video is an attempt to enter a concert in Helsinki in spring of 2000. The work has been in two
exhibitions, the first one was in Oulu Art museum (in the pictures on the right) 2003 where the
setup was made as in a karaoke bar partly because Oulo is one of the big places for karaoke in
Finland! The second time was in the project room in Helsinki Art Hall in 2004, this time the work
was presented a bit different .. look at the pictures on the next page!

http://marcuslerviks.com/2002-Enter-Tina-Turner/2002entertinatur.html
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Enter Tina Turner in Helsinki Art Hall (studio) 2002
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